Rider Brandstof Live
Brandstof is the café of concert venue Bibelot
CONTACT
Promotor
Hans van Dokkum
Hans@bibelot.net
(0031)(0)78-8903321
Ofra Beenen
Ofra@bibelot.net
(0031)(0)6-41189669
Publicity
Louisa Steenbakker
Louisa@bibelot.net
(0031)(0)78-2040135
Stagemanager
(0031)(0)78-8903329
→ Only on day of show
Preproduction/advancing
Mario van Aalst
Mario@bibelot.net
(0031)(0)78-2040137
ADDRESS
Our official address is Noordendijk 148, though navigation-wise it’s easier to use Lijnbaan 168, Dordrecht (The
Netherlands).
Follow the signs ‘Parkeren Energiehuis’ to arrive at the correct location (otherwise you will end up at a non moveable
roadblock.
Upon arrival, you can ring the doorbell at LOADING DOCK F, across the street from the parking garage.
Below: From left to right Roadmap Roadmap to the Venue and pictures of the non moveable roadblock,
the parking garage, and the place whereyou follow the signs ‘parkeren Energiehuis’

PARKING
There is plenty of parking in the parking garage, which is located across the street from Bibelot. On the night itself you
will get exit cards from the stagemanager, these will only work on a specified date, which means we need to apply for
them in advance. Please let us know at least two weeks before the show with how many cars you will come, to be
assured of your exit cards.
For a night-liner, truck or van there is a parking spot at the loading dock. Let us know in advance whether you want to
use this spot. (Trailer/Nightliner power : 32A & 16A outside, 32A in loading dock)
TECHNIQUE
For the technique is the following available:
PA
2 x D&B MAX15 + Sub
FOH
Soundcraft UI12 (tablet)
Monitors
2 x D&B MAX15 (1 group)
Lights
No controllable lights
SOUDLIMIT
The soundlimit is 90DB(A) LEQ15. Due the soundlimit drums and other (very) loud instruments are not allowed.
HOSPITALITY
There will be 5 consumption vouchers arranged per person. The vouchers must be returned in café Brandstof. Diner will be
arranged and is on the second floor in Bibelot (it is in the same building).
SETTLEMENTS



“Hall expenses” are fixed expenses and include: standard house P.A., standard promotion, standard tech crew
NOT INCLUDED in hall expenses: Backline, stagehands and Technical requirements other than mentioned in our tech
specs.

If the estimated catering costs exceed the expectation, the overage will be withdrawn from artist fee in
settlement.

Performing non-Dutch artists will be exempted from Dutch artist tax if they are able to prove that they are a
resident
of one of the 82 treaty countries with which the Netherlands has concluded a tax treaty.


For non-Dutch artists from countries without a tax treaty, guarantee is liable to 20% tax.


Dutch artists have to apply the regular Dutch income-tax rules. However for these last two groups € 163,- per
artist is free of tax for expenses. Also they can make use of more tax free expenses using the KVB Tax Exemption.

Dutch artists please pay attention: we need a valid “IPV” form of the representing agent OR a filled in
“Modelovereenkomst” + a copy of all performing artists

For all of the above: in order to make payments to the artist Bibelot needs a copy of the passport of all
performing artists.


No copies = no payment



We use a payment term of 30 days.

